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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

The Regional Industrial Land and Jobs Study complements the 2015 MTC Goods Movement Needs
Assessment with an analysis of the demand for and
supply of industrially zoned land in the nine-county
region, both now and in the future. This Technical
Memo analyzes the economic and transportation
impacts from future projected changes in industrial land and jobs across the nine-county Bay Area
region.

OVERVIEW OF INDUSTRIAL JOB
CHANGE FROM 2011-2040

There were 600,824 jobs in the Bay Area in 2011 in
the industries that tend to concentrate on industrial land. Just 205,561 of these jobs were actually
located on exclusive or mixed-use industrial land;
the remaining jobs might be considered the latent
demand for industrial land. Projecting out to 2040
—assuming existing patterns of distribution remain
constant—a 24% increase in overall jobs is expected in the Bay Area, for a projected total of 747,301
jobs, 254,966 of which will be located on industrial
parcels.

tion of low-, medium-, and high-wage employment
remains surprisingly similar.1 The share of middle-wage jobs is projected to increase only slightly
to 45%, at the expense of a one-percentage point
decrease in the share of high-wage jobs. Furthermore, in 2040, the share of jobs that pay more than
$18/hour and that require less than a bachelor’s
degree or five years’ experience increases slightly
from 57% to 60% of total industrial jobs.

IMPACTS OF INDUSTRIAL LAND
AND JOB CHANGES ON COMMUTE
PATTERNS AND VMT

Counties located further away from the urban core
cities of Oakland and San Francisco—such as Sonoma, Marin and Solano—have the highest average
vehicle miles traveled (VMT) estimates, between
18.4 and 24.6 miles per worker (one-way only).
Santa Clara is not far behind, with both Santa Clara

Zooming in from the county-level to the block
group level (Figure A), we find that areas of growth
are found throughout the Bay Area. Although there
are a few pockets throughout the region that show
a net job loss, overall, there are no distinct areas of
very concentrated decline.

CURRENT AND FUTURE TRENDS IN
INDUSTRIAL JOB QUALITY

In 2011, middle-wage jobs counted for a near-majority (44%) of jobs on pure industrial land, while
low-wage jobs counted for 28%, and high-wage
jobs for 28% of jobs. This is a favorable distribution
considering that only about a quarter (27%) of total
jobs in the Bay Area offer middle wages, while a
third (36%) offer low wages, and 38% offer high
wages, according to the Regional Economic Prosperity Strategy (2014). In other words, middle-wage
jobs are twice as concentrated on industrial land as
in the region generally.
When we apply occupational distributions to employment growth patterns for 2040, the distribu-

Figure A. Projected employment growth by block group (2011-2040) on
exclusive and mixed-use industrial land
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Core (San Jose and surroundings) and Non-core
attracting similarly long trips of around 17-18 miles
per worker (one-way). Because these are workplace
based VMT calculations, we interpret this as: workers need to drive more, and/or longer distances to
reach employment in these areas.
Conversely, San Francisco and Alameda Core (including Oakland and cities along the shoreline like
San Leandro, Hayward, and Fremont) display the
smallest average VMT estimates—with values of
7.7 and 8.6 miles per worker (one-way), respectively. Interestingly then, even though a city like San
Francisco attracts workers from across the region,
its per-worker average VMT (7.7 miles per worker, one-way commute) still remains much lower
than Santa Clara Core’s VMT estimate (18.1 miles
per worker, one-way commute). To meet the goal
of reducing greenhouse gas emissions, it may be
beneficial to maintain industrial jobs in areas with
lower VMT.

OVERLAP OF REGIONAL HOUSEHOLD GROWTH SCENARIOS AND
INDUSTRIAL LAND

Our analysis integrates ABAG’s middle regional
2010-2040 projections for households and jobs
with industrial block groups’ location and projected growth.2 What does the spatial overlap
between these two geographic entities say about
the pressure of priority development area (PDA)
housing/job growth on industrial jobs?
At present, about 29,000 industrial land-dependent jobs are located on industrial land within
the region’s PDAs, and up to 320,000 are located in adjacent block groups. We find that about
96,700 industrial jobs are located in block groups
within or adjacent to the eight highest-growth
Priority Development Areas. These high-growth
PDAs—each projected to accommodate over
10,000 new households by 2040—are located in
Eastern and Downtown San Francisco, in Northern and Downtown San Jose, and in Downtown
and East Oakland.
These numbers do not paint a complete picture
of future growth, and certainly cannot confirm if
industrial jobs overlapping with PDAs are definitely at risk of loss or displacement, however,
this analysis is a useful first step to determine areas of potential conflict between housing growth
and industrial sector growth. This analysis highlights the need to reconcile the regional housing
and job strategy with broader regional economic
development needs, such as planning for industrial land use at a regional scale.

Figure B. Net new households in PDAs under ABAG middle scenario for
growth to 2040, shown in relation to industrial block groups
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This Technical Memo is the third product from the Regional Industrial Land and Job Study, prepared for ABAG and MTC as a complement to the 2016 MTC Goods Movement Needs Assessment. In this study, we analyze the economic and transportation impacts from projected changes in industrial land and jobs across the nine-county Bay Area region:
•
•
•
•

Part II of this report provides an overview of job change in the Bay Area from 2011 to 2040,
looking at overall shifts in employment sectors that are dependent on industrial land. Projected job change is also mapped for the region by block group.
Part III looks more specifically at the impacts of the projected economic growth on job quality. By combining employment data with occupational data, we specifically focus on middle
wage "accessible jobs"—that is, that require relatively lower levels of education.
Part IV examines current commute patterns to industrial land in the Bay Area and estimates
potential future impacts on Vehicle Miles Travelled (VMT) based on projected job growth
across the region. We also analyze home location of industrial land workers.
Part V compares ‘business as usual’ economic projections from Part 1 with ABAG’s middle
growth scenarios for the region.3 We use the scenario for housing and job growth in Priority
Development Areas for 2040, and we assess the extent of overlap between these housing/job
high-growth areas and high-growth industrial areas.
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To understand the overall impacts of future change in industrial land, we first need to understand
the regional outlook for industrial job growth in the Bay Area looking forward. For this reason, this
section explores projected growth in industrial employment, by geography and by industry type.

METHODS

We estimated employment growth from 2011 to 2040 based on REMI projections.4 We projected the
sum of employment in 6-digit industries dependent on industrial land5 using the closest corresponding 3-digit REMI projection. While a straightforward match between NAICS and REMI industry categories was possible in most cases, projections using closely related industries or corresponding 2-digit
industries had to be performed for a small number of industries.6 We calculated employment growth
for jobs located both on exclusively-zoned industrial land and on exclusive and mixed-use industrial
land.
Following this, we used 2011 NETS data to break down employment projections by block group. Although employment numbers are much smaller at this geographic level—making projections riskier
to do with certainty—this analysis still provides crucial insight into where growth and decline are
expected to occur. Given that industrial jobs tend to be geographically concentrated in specific zones
throughout the Bay Area, a spatial approach to job projection is key: a certain district could be highly
impacted depending on its relative specialization.
In sum, we conducted employment projections at the following levels:
• By NAICS category (3-digit, summarizing 6-digit employment numbers for industries dependent
on industrial land)
• Regional level (total)
• Sub-regional or county level
• Block group level
We did not conduct projections specific to the
parcel level, i.e., for actual industrially zoned
land, because of uncertainty in predicting economic trends at the micro scale. In order to
project job growth in industrial land-dependent industries actually located in exclusive or
mixed-use industrial zones (Figure 1), we apply
the growth rate from summing the block group
projections at the county level.

Figure 1. Location of industrially zoned land and industrial land-dependent jobs.
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FINDINGS: REGION-WIDE PROJECTIONS

Based on our definition of industrial land-dependent employment,7 the estimate for industrial jobs
located on exclusive and mixed-use industrial land in 2011 for the Bay Area is 600,824 jobs. Projecting out to 2040, a 24% growth is expected, resulting in about 747,301 jobs, with 254,966 jobs actually
located on industrial parcels and the remainder in adjacent block groups.
A few sectors emerge as having a large number of projected net new jobs (for full list, see Appendix
1). For example, in ranked order, Merchant Wholesalers of Durable Goods (NAICS code 423) and
Nondurable Goods (424), Repair and Maintenance (811), Transit and Ground Passenger Transportation (485), Waste Management and Remediation (562), Machinery Manufacturing (333), Truck Transportation (484), Support Activities for Transportation (488), and Warehousing and Storage (493) are
each contributing an additional 1,000 new jobs or more by 2040.8

Interestingly, a few select manufacturing industries also are projected to see net positive growth to
2040, such as Nonmetallic Mineral Product Manufacturing (327), Fabricated Metal Manufacturing
(332), Transportation Equipment Manufacturing (335), Wood Product Manufacturing (321), and Beverage and Tobacco Product Manufacturing (312), which are each providing over 200 net new jobs or
more by 2040.
In contrast, a smaller number of NAICS industries are projected to experience a net decline in jobs to
2040. Some of the more noticeable declining industries include, in ranked order, Computer and Electronic Product Manufacturing (334), Couriers and Messengers (492), Apparel Manufacturing (315),
Plastics and Rubber Products Manufacturing (326), Petroleum and Coal Manufacturing (324), Paper
Manufacturing (322) and Primary Metal Manufacturing (331).
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FINDINGS: INTER-REGIONAL DIFFERENCES IN INDUSTRIAL
GROWTH

Notable differences occur between counties, as shown in Figure 2 and Table 1. In general, the South
Bay counties (Santa Clara and San Mateo) display high growth rates and a large number of net new
jobs (over 19,000 new jobs by 2040). The East Bay counties (Alameda and Contra Costa) have relatively smaller growth rate percentages, and while Alameda will be contributing many jobs (~18,000
jobs), Contra Costa does not display many net new jobs (~5,000). Interestingly, the East Bay accounts
for a distinctively larger proportion of industrial jobs located on exclusive industrial land (40%) compared to the share it contributes to industrial jobs on exclusive and mixed use land (30%). Finally,
San Francisco contributes a relatively high share of growth as well (~17,500 jobs), while the North
Bay counties (Solano, Sonoma and Marin)—albeit only growing by around ~5,000 jobs each—are
growing at a considerable pace given their size.

Alameda

Contra
Costa

Marin

Napa

San
San
Francicso Mateo

Santa
Clara

Solano

Sonoma

Figure 2. Projected job growth by county (2011-2040) on exclusive and mixed-use industrial land

Zooming in from the county-level to the block group level (Figure 3), we find that areas of growth
occur throughout the Bay Area, with no distinct areas of very concentrated decline.
Areas of high growth are projected to be spread through parts of the East Bay, merging into parts of
Northern and Central San Jose. Pockets of high growth are also present in the Northern Contra Costa
Waterfront area and southern Solano County. San Francisco also displays a few block groups of high
growth. Moderate growth areas are also found throughout the nine-county region — mainly in the
outskirts of Solano, San Mateo, Alameda and Contra Costa Counties, and in parts of Richmond, Oakland, Berkeley, and San Francisco. This is perhaps a sign that, in most cases, employment industries
are sufficiently diversified that no single area suffers from the decline of a single industry.
In turn, projected areas of strong decline are few: pockets of decline are located in Northern Contra
Costa (near Antioch, Martinez/Concord, and Hercules) and around San Ramon, which is related in
large part to the projected decline of Petroleum and Coal Products Manufacturing (324). There is a
small concentration of declining block groups in Santa Clara County, near Northern San Jose, in the
12
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outskirts of the city, in Cupertino, and on the San Mateo shoreline. Most of these areas of decline
in the South Bay are related to decline in Computer and Electronic Product Manufacturing (334) as
well as Postal Service (491) and Couriers and Messengers (492). Another pocket of decline is located in the Oakland Airport area, which is due to the projected decline in Air Transportation jobs, and
around Union City, which is explained by the decline in Plastics and Rubber Products Manufacturing
(326). In San Francisco, the decline of Apparel Manufacturing (315) and Computer Electronic Product
Manufacturing (324) explains the small decline seen in SoMa.

Table 1. Projected job growth by sub-region (2011-2040) in industrial land-dependent industries.

Figure 3. Projected employment growth by block group (2011-2040) on exclusive and mixed-use industrial land
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The second part of the report explores whether industrial sectors that are expected to grow on
industrial land offer the type of jobs that are beneficial to the Bay Area’s economy and residents.
According to the Bay Area Regional Prosperity Plan, the region should be growing the economy with
an explicit focus on middle-wage work. As said in the report, “In the Bay Area, more than 1.1 million
workers, over one third of the total workforce, earn less than $18 per hour (or less than $36,000 per
year for full-time work). The majority of these workers earn less than $12 per hour. Further, the number of jobs that pay wages less than $18 per hour has risen during the economic recovery, and these
low-wage jobs are expected to increase even more over the coming years.”9 In other words, there
is a critical need to improve economic conditions for low- and moderate-income Bay Area residents
and workers. Opportunities for improvement include examining more closely the contribution of the
industrial sector to job quality in the Bay Area.
In this section, we combine NAICS employment numbers, as described in Part II, with their associated
occupational salary and educational levels, and estimate changes in this distribution to 2040. For this
analysis, we focus only on jobs in industries that are dependent on exclusive industrial land, because
the industries located on mixed-used industrial land are not only extremely diverse, but also do not
experience the locational constraints that of the industrial land-dependent industries (as described
in Technical Memo #1).

METHODS

We aggregated industries dependent on exclusive industrial land in each of the nine counties, accounting for 171,740 jobs in 2011. Using a similar process to match REMI 2- to 4-digit categories as
described in Part II, we projected employment out to 2040. Note that job totals in this section are
smaller than those described in Part II, as we did not include jobs in sectors for which we did not
have a direct REMI match.10
Then, we identified occupations associated with each three-digit industry that had at least 100 jobs
using the California Employment Development Department’s (EDD) Staffing Patterns Matrix. Ultimately, we used 54 industries accounting for 171,419 jobs. The Staffing Patterns matrix provides
employment estimates for every 6-digit occupation within a respective industry. We also pulled
6-digit occupations from the Bureau of Labor Statistics matrix, which we integrated with the 6-digit
occupational data provided by the California EDD. The BLS matrix includes an estimated percentage
of employment for each occupation within the respective industry. We pulled all 6-digit occupations
with more than 1% employment in the industry. We reweighted these job-to-occupation proportions,
and then estimated an occupational distribution for all 54 industries. We obtained 370 unique 6-digit
occupations accounting for all 171,419 jobs.
We then linked each occupation to its associated wage, training, and educational data. We used
the EDD 2014 Occupational Employment Statistics updated to the first quarter of 2015 for the Oakland-Fremont-Hayward Metropolitan Division, as this geography was the closest approximation to
the nine-county Bay Area region available.11
Throughout the report, we use the definition of "quality jobs" as defined in the Regional Economic Prosperity Strategy: the report describes low-wage jobs as having salaries under $18/hour (less
than $36,000/year), middle-wage jobs with salaries between $18 and $30/hour (between $36,000$62,0000/year), and high-wage jobs with salaries over $30/hour (over $62,000/year). We also define
"accessible" good jobs as these mid- or high-paying jobs that require less than a bachelor’s degree.
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FINDINGS: MIDDLE-WAGE JOBS ON INDUSTRIAL LAND,
PROJECTED TO 2040
In 2011, middle-wage jobs counted for a near-majority (44%) of jobs on exclusive industrial land,
while low-wage jobs counted for 28%, and high-wage jobs for 28% of jobs. This is a favorable distribution considering that only about a quarter (27%) of total jobs in the Bay Area offer middle wages,
while a third (36%) offer low wages, and 38% offer high wages, according to the Regional Economic
Prosperity Strategy (MTC 2014) (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Wage distribution of jobs on industrial land in 2011 and 2040, compared to the wage distribution all jobs in the Bay area

Beyond wages, educational levels are also important to take into consideration. Middle- and highwage paying jobs (>$18/hour) that also require less than a bachelor’s degree and five years or less of
work experience account for more than half of all jobs on industrial land (57%, or 99,000 jobs). Middle- and high-wage paying jobs (>$18/hour) that require less than a high school diploma count for
about 7% of all jobs on industrial land (11,500 jobs).
When we apply occupational distributions to employment growth patterns for 2040, the distribution of low-, medium-, and high-wage employment remains surprisingly similar. The share of middle-wage jobs is projected to increase only slightly to 45%, at the expense of a one-percentage point
decrease in the share of high-wage jobs. Furthermore, in 2040, the share of jobs that pay more than
$18/hour and that require less than a bachelor’s degree or five years’ experience increases slightly
from 57% to 60% of total industrial jobs.
Among the jobs that are expected to grow between 2011 and 2040, a majority requires less than a
bachelor’s degree (for full list, see Appendix 2). The top two growing "accessible" occupations — Construction Laborers and Heavy and Tractor-trailer Truck Drivers, which will account for over 4,000 new
jobs combined— require a high school diploma and post-secondary non-degree award, respectively.
Heavy and Tractor-trailer Truck Drivers in particular, will employ a total of 9,000 jobs by 2040 and
offer a median wage of $22/hour. Other "accessible" occupations that are expected to grow by 2040
include Carpenters, Electricians, First-line Supervisors of Construction Trades, Plumbers, and several
administrative positions such as Sales representatives, Office clerks and Secretaries and Administrative Assistants.
16
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METHODS

Industrial workers VMT estimates

The analysis of current and projected commute patterns in the Bay Area is based on commute workplace flows, using a set of 735 work block groups (WBGs) that display a high density of industrial jobs
(>100 jobs dependent on industrial land). This set of block groups contains 493,120 jobs in industries
considered dependent on industrial land. (Because it is only including high-density block groups,
the total is less than the 600,824 jobs region-wide.) Detailed methods and maps for this process are
included in Memo 1.
To understand where commuters working in these 735 industrial work block groups are coming
from, we used the 2013 LEHD LODES dataset (Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics Origin-Destination Employment Statistics), provided by the U.S. Census Bureau. This dataset provides all
origin-destination commute flows between home and work block groups in California. We narrowed
our sample to only include commute flows to our set of 735 WBGs of interest. We then obtained the
centroid of every associated home block group, and calculated home-to-work block group Euclidian
distances for every unique home-to-work block group combination. We then calculated a total commute distance travelled per work block group by multiplying the Euclidian distance12 between
each unique home-work block group combination by the number of jobs that possessed that unique
commute pattern.
We paired this with data from the Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP) from 2006-2010
ACS, which is the most recent data available on work-place based commute mode shares.13 We assume that overall, commute mode shares have not drastically changed since those dates. We thus
used CTPP to discount the total distance associated to a given work block group by the proportion of
workers who drive and carpool to work. However, because the CTPP is only available at the census
tract level, we aggregated our work block group distances to the census tract level. We thus obtained
the total commute distance travelled per work census tract, in private or carpooling vehicles.
The final step was to create a per-worker weighted aggregated averages. We calculated countywide
averages for Napa, Marin, Solano, Sonoma and San Francisco; for Alameda, Contra Costa, Santa
Clara, and San Mateo, we differentiated core versus non-core tracts and calculated two separate
averages for each of these aggregated areas. The census tracts selected for this analysis are shown
in Appendix 3. What this means is that we averaged out the total commute distance by tract, for all
census tracts in a county, core, or non-core area, and weighted the average by the number of workers in the census tract. Results are summarized in Table 2, and Figures 5 and 6.
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Using this per-worker VMT average, we multiplied the net new number of jobs in industrial sectors
by 2040, by county, (as described in Part II), by county-specific VMT, in order to estimate the net VMT
impact of job growth in different areas of the region. This gave us an estimate of the contribution of
each county to new total VMT created. Although this is a rough assessment that does not take into
consideration various possible changes in growth patterns across the region, it does give an overall
sense of what areas of the region are contributing most to VMT.

Industrial workers home location

We also mapped the density of workers’ home location by block group—only representing workers
who commute to the 735 industrial work block groups described previously. Results are shown in
Table 3 and Figure 7. The LODES dataset also allows to break down workers by wage level, so we
mapped the home location of low-wage workers (wage below $18/hour) who commute to industrial
block groups.14
As a final note on our methodology, the employment numbers used from the LEHD dataset account
for total employment in the work block groups of interest (as seen in Table 3 and Figure 7 for instance). This differs from the employment numbers used in the majority of this report, which were
obtained from NETS, by block group, only accounting for jobs in specific 6-digit industries dependent
on industrial. Thus, in the 735 work block groups of interest, LEHD yields a total of 1,800,000 industrial jobs, whereas the NETS numbers yields about 493,000 industrial jobs.15 Although this is a significant discrepancy, what matters in this analysis is that the same industrial work block groups are
being used throughout the report.

FINDINGS

Industrial workers VMT estimates

County-specific VMT values are summarized in Table 2. Counties located further away from the urban core cities of Oakland and San Francisco—such as Sonoma, Marin and Solano—have the highest
average VMT estimates, between 18.4 and 24.6 miles per worker (one-way only). Santa Clara is not
far behind, with both Santa Clara Core and Non-core attracting similarly long trips of around 17-18
miles per worker (one-way). In other words, because these are work-place based VMT calculations,
we interpret this as: workers need to drive more, and/or longer distances to reach employment in
these areas. Conversely, San Francisco and Alameda Core (Oakland, and cities along the shoreline
like San Leandro, Hayward, Fremont) display the smallest average VMT estimates—with values of
7.7 and 8.6 miles per worker (one-way), respectively. Interestingly then, even though a city like San
Francisco, for instance, attracts workers from across the region, its per-worker VMT (7.7 miles per
worker, one-way commute) still remains much lower than Santa Clara Core’s VMT estimate (18.1
miles per worker, one-way commute). Finally, Contra Costa and San Mateo hover between these two
extremes, with values ranging from 11 to 16 miles per worker (one-way).
The difference between core and non-core areas is most stark for Alameda County: while Alameda
Core work block groups attract workers with an average commute of 8.6 miles, Alameda Non-core
industrial work block groups attract on average of 15.6 miles—almost double. When thinking about
the location of industrial jobs in the future, this type of finding suggests that to reduce VMT, there is
potentially some benefit to keeping jobs in the areas closer to the core, particularly in San Francisco and Alameda counties. However, as discussed later in this section, further research is needed to
claim this with more certainty.
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When combining job growth projections (from Part II) with VMT estimates from Table 2, we find
that Santa Clara’s core areas seem to be the biggest contributor to increased VMT under a “business-as-usual” scenario. Its high job growth and high per-worker VMT averages mean that this would
be a key area on which to improve transit, and/or otherwise increase the amount of housing available to workers to live closer to their work destination. Other counties also contribute significant
VMT—mainly San Mateo core and Alameda Core—but this is related more to their high job growth
rates. Conversely, although Marin, Sonoma, and Solano had high VMT estimates, their net new number of jobs to 2040 is not very high—making the total impact appear more reasonable.

Table 2. Current VMT per worker to industrial jobs, and projected VMT impact from industrial projected job
growth to 2040
* Per worker, one-way commute, weighted average for the aggregated geography by census tract employment, accounting for census tract mode share
** Employment numbers used only from block groups with >100 jobs
***Napa does not have any block groups with employment in industries dependent on industrial land > 100
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Figure 5. Average per-worker VMT generated by county, based on 2011 Longitudinal Household Employer Dynamics

Figure 6. Net new VMT generated by county, based on employment projections from 2011 to 2040
and on countywide per worker VMT averages
*Napa does not have any block groups with employment in industries dependent on industrial land > 100
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Industrial workers home location

As shown in Table 3, industrial workers tend to live in the largest four cities of the Bay Area—with approximately 14% of industrial workers living in San Jose, 14% in San Francisco, 5% in Oakland, and 4%
in Fremont. Other cities that also have a substantial portion of this subpopulation include Hayward,
Sunnyvale and Santa Clara. However, overall, people working in industries dependent on industrial
land are found all across the Bay Area. As shown in Figure 6, there are no distinct areas from which
these workers are commuting from—although a few pockets of concentration can be seen in Alameda, Contra Costa, and Santa Clara.
Figure 8 displays home location of low-wage workers only—again, it seems that low-wage workers
are present in most areas of the region. There are, however, a few more concentrated areas. Part of
SoMa, the Visitacion Valley, Daly City, South San Francisco/Millbrae in the West Bay, parts of eastern
Contra Costa in the Antioch-Oakley-Brentwood area, parts of the Alameda shoreline, various block
groups around San Jose, and parts of Solano in Fairfield and Vacaville, seem to have pockets of lowwage workers commuting to industrial block groups.

Limitations and future research

It should be noted that this analysis estimates VMT impacts from all block groups with concentrations of industrial land-dependent jobs, rather than all industrial land-dependent jobs in the region.
Thus, it underestimates the magnitude of VMT impacts from industrial jobs now and in the future.
Important in the discussion of VMT impacts from future industrial job growth and job location is the
is a counterfactual question: what happens in place of industrial jobs/land if those jobs/land move?
For example, if core industrial jobs move to the outskirts of the region, or if industrial land is converted to residential land, then several
questions need to be asked:
•
•

•
•

Do workers’ home locations also
change, and if so, will they commute longer or shorter distances?
Do workers necessarily keep their
job if their job changes location, or
do workers change jobs when their
job experiences a location change?
Does a given worker’s mode of
transportation change as their job
location changes?
Do new residents now living in the
hypothetical converted (industrial-to-residential) land now commute short or long distances to
their respective jobs?

In other words, there is uncertainty in predicting the impact of changes in job location—especially
because predicting worker home location in tandem with job location itself is technically complex.
Nevertheless, examining one side of the equation (what we have begun doing in Part IV) is a first
necessary step to illustrate the complexity of the tradeoffs. This methodology could be further developed in future work, with a larger emphasis on housing and job location predictions.
22

Table 3. Top 20 cities with largest population of workers (absolute
numbers) working in industrial block group

Figure 7. Home location of workers of industrial block groups, based on
LEHD Origin-Destination 2011 data

Figure 8. Home location of low-wage workers of industrial block groups, based on LEHD Origin-Destination 2011 data
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In this section, we integrate MTC/ABAG regional 2010-2040 projections for households and jobs with
industrial block groups’ location and projected growth. As established in regional plans such as Plan
Bay Area, MTC/ABAG projections in Priority Development Areas (PDAs) are meant to help plan for
future sustainable and equitable growth—in this section, we use ABAG’s current middle growth scenario, which focuses growth along key corridors in the region.16
However, as described in the three previous sections of this report, job growth is also predicted
across many industrial block groups. What does the spatial overlap between these two geographic
entities say about the pressure of PDA housing/job growth on industrial jobs?

METHODS

Using ABAG’s current middle growth scenario for jobs and households, we mapped the absolute
change in number of jobs and number of households by Priority Development Area (PDAs), for the
188 PDAs in the Bay Area. Then, we selected industrial block groups that display significant spatial
overlap with PDAs, and mapped them in relation to the region's PDAs.

FINDINGS

Figure 9 shows the highest-growing PDAs in terms of households in dark red, overlaid with industrial block groups. In areas of high housing growth, there is a possibility of land use conflict—i.e., can
significant housing growth occur alongside industrial land? For example, if we consider the 188 PDAs
across the Bay Area, eight of them (in Downtown/Eastern San Francisco, Downtown/East Oakland,
and Downtown/North San Jose) are predicted to have over 10,000 new households, each, by 2040.
Combined, these eight top-growing PDAs are expected to contribute 160,000 new households to the
Bay Area’s population. At the same time, we also know from previous analyses (Part II) that within
these top-growing PDAs are found block groups with 96,700 industrial jobs. Rather than manufacturing or transportation jobs, these are likely to be in smaller scale industrial uses, such as auto repair
or contracting, or information technology-related businesses.
Furthermore, combining Figure 3 (industrial job growth by block group) with Figure 9 (Figure 10)
allows us to compare the overlap of high-growth industrial areas with high-growing housing areas.
Coming back to our top eight high-growing PDAs, a majority of the industrial block groups overlapping with them are also predicted to have medium to high growth, with the exception of a few declining block groups in San Jose, due mainly to the Electronic and Computer Manufacturing sectors,
and of a small number of block groups in Oakland.
These numbers do not paint a complete picture of future growth, and certainly cannot confirm if
industrial jobs overlapping with PDAs are definitely at risk of loss or displacement, however, this
analysis is a useful first step to determine areas of potential conflict between housing growth and
industrial sector growth. This analysis also highlights the pressing need to reconcile the regional
housing and job strategy with broader regional economic development needs—such as planning for
industrial land use at a regional scale.
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Figure 9. Net new households in PDAs under ABAG middle scenario for growth to 2040, shown in relation to industrial block groups
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Figure 10. Net new jobs in PDAs under ABAG middle scenario for growth to 2040, shown in relation to industrial block groups
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NOTES AND APPENDICES

NOTES
1. For this analysis, we assume that wage levels will remain constant from 2011 to 2040. In reality,
some middle-wage jobs may become low-wage (and vice-versa).
2. At the time of analysis, this was the only scenario available for study. The final version of the scenario differs slightly from the one studied here.
3. At the time of analysis, this was the only scenario available for study. The final version of the scenario differs slightly from the one studied here.
4. For Plan Bay Area, ABAG produced two REMI projections, one based on the industry distribution
used by the Bureau of Economic Analysis, and the second using the Bureau of Labor Statistics
industry distribution. For this analysis, we used the first projection; thus, our outputs may differ
from those used in Plan Bay Area.
5. Refer to Technical Memo #1 for technical details on jobs dependent on industrial land. Employment in these 6-digit industries was only included in the sum of those jobs in a given block group
was higher than 100.
6. The job sum by block group only counts the jobs in the 6-digit industries dependent on IL – the
3-digit descriptor is used for ease of projecting using the REMI numbers.
7. Refer to Technical Memo #1 for methods and findings.
8. As a caveat, these growth categories also include NAICS industries such as Specialty Trade Contractors (238), Administrative and Support Services (561), and Construction of Buildings (236),
which are not typically what cities explicitly encourage to locate on industrial land.
9. San Francisco Planning and Urban Research, Center for the Continuing Study of the California Economy, San Mateo County Union Community Alliance, and Working Partnerships USA, Economic Prosperity
Strategy (San Francisco, CA: San Francisco Planning and Urban Research, 2015), 8.
10. NAICS 111, 112, 114, 314, 316, 451, 452, 453, 488, 491, 522, 535 and 533 did not have a direct
match in the REMI projections. Because there are two steps of projection here, we took a more
conservative route and did not also project occupational change for jobs that did not have an
appropriate REMI match.
11. Its median wage is near the various median wages of the Metropolitan Statistical Areas of the Bay
Area.
12. Euclidian distances, as opposed to network (Manhattan) distances, are used. Although Manhattan
distances are more accurate for calculating absolute VMT, we only use these numbers to calculate a marginal difference in VMT, and the proportional difference in distance is estimated to be
about the same. Also, we automatically assigned a distance of 0 miles to workers who work and
live in the same block group.
13. We could have used home-location commute mode shares from US Census ACS data. However,
it is more accurate to use work-based commute mode shares in our case. The reason for this is
that the work block groups we have in our sample might be biased towards driving in their mode
share break down, since, due to their industrial nature, they might be more isolated geographically or further away from transit. Previous research has also found that work-place characteristics, such as transit availability or job density, affect VMT levels (for example, see a 2013 report by
the Washington State Department of Transportation entitled “Tools for Estimating VMT Reductions from the Built Environment”).
14. Again, it is important to note that the employment numbers used in Figure 6, taken from the
LEHD total employment by work block groups of interest, differs from the employment numbers
used in previous figures and calculations (from NETS, by block group, for specific industries of interest). The large discrepancy relates to the fact that LEHD includes all industry categories. Thus,
in the 735 work block groups of interest, LEHD yields a total of 1,800,000 jobs, whereas the NETS
numbers for industrial jobs yields about 493,000.
15. We ran our analysis above excluding the “Other Services” jobs in the LODES – thus only accounting for “Goods producing” and “Transportation and Utilities” jobs. However, this led to discording
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numbers and excluded too many industries considered dependent on industrial land.
16. At the time of analysis, this was the only scenario available for study. The final version of the scenario differs slightly from the one studied here.
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Appendix 1. Projected growth from 2011 to 2040 by 3-digit NAICS industries on exclusive and mixed-use
industrial land in the Bay Area. NOTE: this table focuses on block groups with more than 100 employees.
Thus, the totals are significantly lower than in the rest of Memo #3.
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Appendix 1 Continued.
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Appendix 2. ‘Accessible’ good jobs expected to grow by more than 100 jobs by 2040
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Appendix 3. Employment levels of industrial block groups, highlighting in darker pink the block groups considered “core areas” for the purposes of calculating VMT levels.
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